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Appendix 7.4: Effects on Landscape Character Tables

Area 1: Clocaenog Forest (DNBGHVS068)

‘An extensive area of afforested land providing access along footpaths
and tracks, numerous streams and watercourse cross the area most
under dense tree vegetation cover. The area is under management by
the Forestry Commission and as such public access is good and wide
spread throughout the area. However coniferous vegetation dominates
and views are limited to the surrounding upland countryside.’
LANDMAP Summary Description, 2007
The Final Route Alignment is located to the far north of the Clocaenog
Forest VSAA, commencing at the collector substation and heading north
through commercial forestry for approximately 450m before existing the
VSAA.
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Landscape Value
Judgement on Value
Value Criterion
Lower

Higher

Geological Landscape
Landscape Habitats
LANDMAP
overall
evaluations

Historic Landscape
Cultural Landscape
Visual and Sensory

Other factors

Landscape quality (condition)
Scenic quality
Rarity
Conservation interests
Recreation value
Perceptual aspects & tranquillity

Notes: The Final Route Alignment does not pass through any areas which
are classified as outstanding in terms of any LANDMAP Overall Evaluation.

Landscape Susceptibility
Susceptibility
Criterion

Landform

Judgement on Susceptibility
LANDMAP classifications
Lower

Higher

VS Classification Level 2: Hills,
Lower Plateau & Scarp Slopes
VS4: Rolling/Undulating

Land Cover

VS Classification Level 3: Wooded
Hillside& Scarp Slopes
VS5: Woodland

Scale

VS8: Large

Skylines
Human influence
Perceptual
aspects and
tranquillity

VS6: No settlements
VS27: Unassessed
VS24: Sheltered; Smell; Other
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Notes: Gently undulating rising upland with large tracts of coniferous
plantation. Neighbouring wind farm a dominating influence to the north.
Plantation encloses skyline.

Landscape Sensitivity
Value

The overall value of this landscape is judged to be lowmedium.

Susceptibility

The overall susceptibility of this landscape is judged to be low.

Overall sensitivity

The overall sensitivity of this landscape to the proposed
overhead line is judged to be low due to the relatively low
value and susceptibility of the coniferous plantation which
lies on the periphery of Clocaenog Forest.

Assessment of landscape effects

Size/ scale of effect

Although there may be some limited direct effects on the
plantation woodland (resulting in a small reduction of the area
of forestry) this area is already subject to continuous
management (felling and re-growth). The character of this
VSAA is also already influenced by wind energy development.
The proposed overhead line would be accommodated relatively
well within the landscape context and will not greatly alter the
perception of the landscape. The scale of effect is predicted to
be small at most.

Geographical extent
of the effect

The proposed overhead line would be perceived only locally
within the forest and therefore have very limited effect on wider
landscape character; resulting in a small geographical extent
of effect on the VSAA.

Magnitude of
landscape effect

Taking into consideration the scale of effect and
geographical extent of the effect, the overall magnitude of
landscape effect is predicted to be small.

Significance of
landscape effects

The small magnitude of change combined with the low
sensitivity of the landscape would result in a minor effect
on the landscape.
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Area 2: Llyn Brenig Moorland/Forest (DNBGHVS069)

‘A remote upland moorland site on the western extents of Denbighshire
bordering the Llyn Brenig reservoir with plentiful access... Vegetation
cover consists primarily of managed grouse moorland...
No
settlements therefore no apparent light pollution... Views are far
reaching into the adjacent county of Conwy and beyond to the upland
massif of Snowdonia / Gwynedd.’ LANDMAP Summary Description,
2007
The Final Route Alignment does not enter the Llyn Brenig Moorland/Forest
VSAA. It is located approximately 500m to the east of the VSAA at its
closest point where the Final Route Alignment passes through the
Clocaenog Forest which lies adjacent to the eastern boundary of the
VSAA. As the alignment turns north-west, the distance between it and the
Llyn Brenig Moorland/Forest VSAA increases, averaging a distance of
approximately 5km before it passes north of the VSAA’s northern extent.
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Landscape Value
Judgement on Value
Value Criterion
Lower

Higher

Geological Landscape
Landscape Habitats
LANDMAP
overall
evaluations

Historic Landscape
Cultural Landscape
Visual and Sensory

Other factors

Landscape quality (condition)
Scenic quality
Rarity
Conservation interests
Recreation value
Perceptual aspects & tranquillity

Notes Whilst the Llyn Brenig Moorland/Forest VSAA contains areas
classified as outstanding in terms of LANDMAP Landscape Habitats
Overall Evaluation, the line is not in proximity to these areas, being over
2km away.

Landscape Susceptibility
Susceptibility
Criterion

Landform

Judgement on Susceptibility
LANDMAP classifications
Lower

Higher

VS Classification Level 2: Exposed
Upland/Plateau
VS4: Plateaux

Land Cover

VS Classification Level 3: Mosaic
Upland & Plateaux
VS5: Open land

Scale

VS8: Vast

Skylines
Human influence
Perceptual
aspects and
tranquillity

VS6: No settlements
VS27: Good
VS24: Exposed; Threatening;
Remote; Wild
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Notes: Upland landscape, falling to the north. Large area of coniferous
plantation and the wind farm are significant features.

Landscape Sensitivity
Value

The overall value of this landscape is judged to be medium.

Susceptibility

The overall susceptibility of this landscape is judged to be
medium-high, which is locally reduced within the Study Area due
to the influence of wind turbines and coniferous plantation.

Overall sensitivity

The overall sensitivity of this landscape to the proposed
overhead line is judged to be medium due to the medium
value and medium-high susceptibility of the landscape,
which is locally reduced in the Study Area due to the
presence of wind turbines and coniferous plantation.

Assessment of landscape effects

Size/ scale of effect

The character of this VSAA within the Study Area is already
influenced by wind energy development. The proposed overhead
line does not directly pass through this landscape and would not
alter the perception of the landscape. The scale of effect is
predicted to be negligible.

Geographical extent
of the effect

The proposed overhead line would be perceived very locally and
have very limited effect on wider landscape character of the
VSAA; resulting in a small geographical extent of effect at most.

Magnitude of
landscape effect

Taking into consideration the scale of effect and
geographical extent of the effect, the overall magnitude of
landscape effect is predicted to be small at most.

Significance of
landscape effects

The small magnitude of change combined with the medium
sensitivity of the landscape would result in a minor effect on
the landscape.
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Area 3: Denbigh and Derwen Hills (DNBGHVS067)

‘High hills and wooded river valleys of varied character with traditional
field pattern and open hill tops on higher ground rising to approximately
300-350m AOD. An appearance of well managed traditional rolling
farmland with a mixture of arable, pasture and livestock farming. Field
patterns are usually relatively well defined with irregular mature
hedgerows displaying a good variety of hedgerow trees and small
wooded copses/ woodland blocks. Settlements are relatively regular
but tend to be small villages and hamlets and rural isolated
farmsteads.’ LANDMAP Summary Description, 2007
The Final Route Alignment crosses the north-west section of the Denbigh
and Derwen Hills VSAA for a distance of approximately 6km. It enters the
VSAA on its north-west boundary as it exits Clocaenog Forest. It then runs
in a generally north-east direction as it descends the ridge, following the
orientation of the B4501 before heading northwards, crossing the B4501
and exiting the VSAA on its northern boundary at Pandy.
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Landscape Value
Judgement on Value
Value Criterion
Lower

Higher

Geological Landscape
Landscape Habitats
LANDMAP
overall
evaluations

Historic Landscape
Cultural Landscape
Visual and Sensory

Other factors

Landscape quality (condition)
Scenic quality
Rarity
Conservation interests
Recreation value
Perceptual aspects & tranquillity

Notes: The Final Route Alignment does not pass through any areas which
are classified as outstanding in terms of any LANDMAP Overall Evaluation.

Landscape Susceptibility
Susceptibility
Criterion

Landform

Judgement on Susceptibility
LANDMAP classifications
Lower

Higher

VS Classification Level 2: Hills,
Lower Plateau & Scarp Slopes
VS4: Rolling/Undulating

Land Cover

VS Classification Level 3: Hillside
& Scarp Slopes Grazing
VS5: Field Pattern/Mosaic

Scale

VS8: Medium

Skylines
Human influence
Perceptual
aspects and
tranquillity

VS6: Village
VS27: Unassessed
VS24: Attractive; Tranquil; Safe;
Settled; Other
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Notes: Attractive, rising upland providing transition between lower lying
undulating land and upland plateau. Extensive views to the north.
Windfarms to the south gives strong human influence which becomes more
subtle to the north.

Landscape Sensitivity
Value

The overall value of this landscape is judged to be medium-high.

Susceptibility

The overall susceptibility of this landscape is judged to be
medium-high.

Overall sensitivity

The overall sensitivity of this landscape to the proposed
overhead line is judged to be medium-high due to the
medium-high value and susceptibility of the landscape.

Assessment of landscape effects

Size/ scale of effect

In addition to the effects of the direct loss of vegetation (including
ancient woodland at Pandy Wood alongside the Afon Ystrad) the
proposed overhead line locally conflicts with landform where it
crosses ridges immediately below Tir Mostyn Wind Farm and to
the north of Peniel. The introduction of this new feature into the
rural and relatively remote and tranquil landscape (in particular to
the north, away from the wind farms) would alter the perception of
the local landscape. The scale of effect is predicted to be
medium.

Geographical extent
of the effect

The proposed overhead line would have a local influence on the
perception of the landscape, resulting in a small-medium
geographical extent of effect.

Magnitude of
landscape effect

Taking into consideration the scale of effect and
geographical extent of the effect, the overall magnitude of
landscape effect is predicted to be small-medium.

Significance of
landscape effects

The medium magnitude of change combined with the
medium-high sensitivity of the landscape would result in a
moderate effect on the landscape.
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Area 4: Central ridges and valleys (CNWVS011)

‘A large area of central Conwy comprises of rolling ridges with steep
valleys with a north to south grain running from Denbigh Moors to the
south. The landcover is characterised by a mosaic of medium sized
regular usually improved pastoral fields on the ridges and contrasting
small irregular fields on the slopes enclosed by thick hedges and trees.
Deciduous woodland lies on the steeper slopes of the valleys and as
riparian vegetation and there are very isolated small blocks of conifers.
There are also scattered areas of bracken, scrub & wetland which give
added texture to the landscape.
Settlement is scattered rural
farmsteads with occasional small settlements associated with the A
roads and B roads which pass through the area. However, generally
the area is tranquil and unspoilt. Long views are possible from the
upper slopes to the lower land to the north and to the Moors to the
south.’ LANDMAP Summary Description, 2007
The Final Route Alignment does not enter the Central ridges and valleys
VSAA. Instead it almost parallels the VSAA’s eastern boundary as it heads
in a generally northerly direction. The closest point is approximately 975m
where the line passes to the east of the VSAA boundary at Plas Buckley.

Landscape Value
Value Criterion

Judgement on Value
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Lower

Higher

Geological Landscape
Landscape Habitats
LANDMAP
overall
evaluations

Historic Landscape
Cultural Landscape
Visual and Sensory

Other factors

Landscape quality (condition)
Scenic quality
Rarity
Conservation interests
Recreation value
Perceptual aspects & tranquillity

Notes: There are no areas which are classified as outstanding in terms of
any LANDMAP Overall Evaluation within the Central Ridges and Valleys
VSAA.

Landscape Susceptibility
Susceptibility
Criterion

Judgement on Susceptibility
LANDMAP classifications
Lower

Higher

VS Classification Level 2:
Landform

Hills, Lower Plateau & Scarp
Slopes
VS4: Hills/Valleys
VS Classification Level 3:

Land Cover

Hill & Lower Plateau Grazing
VS5: Field Pattern/Mosaic

Scale

VS8: Medium

Skylines
Human influence

Perceptual
aspects and
tranquillity

VS6: Scattered Rural/Farm
VS27: Fair

VS24: Attractive; Settled

Notes: Generally a varied, tranquil and unspoilt landscape with long views
to the north and south. Rolling ridges and steep valleys give distinct
skylines.
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Landscape Sensitivity
Value

The overall value of this landscape is judged to be medium-high.

Susceptibility

The overall susceptibility of this landscape is judged to be
medium.

Overall sensitivity

The overall sensitivity of this landscape to the proposed
overhead line is judged to be medium-high due to the
medium-high value and medium susceptibility of the
landscape.

Assessment of landscape effects

Size/ scale of effect

The proposed overhead line does not directly pass through this
landscape. Due to the size and scale of the development and the
distances involved the proposed overhead line would not alter the
perception of the landscape. The scale of effect is predicted to be
negligible.

Geographical extent
of the effect

The proposed overhead line would have a negligible
geographical extent of effect on this landscape due to the size
and scale of the development and distances involved (circa 1km
from the proposed overhead line).

Magnitude of
landscape effect

Taking into consideration the scale of effect and
geographical extent of the effect, the overall magnitude of
landscape effect is predicted to be negligible.

Significance of
landscape effects

The negligible magnitude of change combined with the
medium-high sensitivity of the landscape would result in a
negligible effect on the landscape.
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Area 5: Llannefydd Lowlands (CNWVS019)

‘A gently sloping undulating lowland clothed in irregular medium sized
pastoral fields with low cut hedges with trees. Woodland strips lie
along watercourses, on steep slopes and in occasional small copses.
Settlement is generally scattered rural farmsteads although there are
some clustered settlements in valleys. Estate and parkland character
is evident at Eriviat Park with estate fencing, lime avenue and holly
hedges. The area is generally open with views to the uplands to the
south and west. Only one B road and small lanes cross the bulk of the
area, making it fairly tranquil, with the A543 only to the south.’
LANDMAP Summary Description, 2007
The Final Route Alignment enters and exists the Llanefydd Lowlands VSAA
several times as it travels generally northwards along the VSAA’s eastern
boundary. It enters the VSAA on its southern boundary at Pandy and
finally exits the VSAA on its north-eastern boundary just west of Graig. As
such, approximately 8.5km of the Final Route Alignment runs through or
immediately adjacent to the VSAA, with approximately 5.8km of that length
being with the boundary of the VSAA.
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Landscape Value
Judgement on Value
Value Indicators
Lower

Higher

Geological Landscape
Landscape Habitats
LANDMAP
overall
evaluations

Historic Landscape
Cultural Landscape
Visual and Sensory

Other
factors

Landscape quality (condition)
Scenic quality
Rarity
Conservation interests
Recreation value
Perceptual aspects & tranquillity

Notes: The Llannefydd Lowlands VSAA contains several small areas of
land classified as outstanding in terms of LANDMAP Landscape Habitats
Overall Evaluation. The largest area is at Hafod Wood where the Final
Route Alignment passes some 200m to the east.

Landscape Susceptibility
Susceptibility
Criterion

Judgement on Susceptibility
LANDMAP classifications
Lower

Higher

VS Classification Level 2:
Landform

Rolling Lowland
VS4: Rolling/Undulating
VS Classification Level 3:

Land Cover

Mosaic Rolling Lowland
VS5: Field Pattern/Mosaic

Scale

VS8: Medium

Skylines
Human influence

VS6: Mixture
VS27: Fair
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Landscape Susceptibility
Perceptual
aspects and
tranquillity

VS24: Attractive; Sheltered;
Settled; Safe

Notes: Gently undulating lowland with woodland strips on steep slopes,
along watercourses and small copses. Human influence generally limited
to scattered farmsteads. Open landscape with views to the uplands.

Landscape Sensitivity
Value

The overall value of this landscape is judged to be medium-high.

Susceptibility

The overall susceptibility of this landscape is judged to be
medium.

Overall sensitivity

The overall sensitivity of this landscape to the proposed
overhead line is judged to be medium-high due to the
medium-high value and medium susceptibility of the
landscape.

Assessment of landscape effects

Size/ scale of effect

In addition to the effects of the direct loss of vegetation (including
plantation on ancient woodland at Eriviat bach-isaf), the proposed
overhead line would locally conflict with the parkland character of
the landscape near Eriviat Hall and Berain. The introduction of
this new feature into the rural and tranquil landscape would locally
alter the perception of the landscape. The scale of effect of the
proposed overhead line is predicted to be small-medium.

Geographical extent
of the effect

The proposed overhead line would have a local influence on the
perception of the landscape, resulting in a small geographical
extent of effect.

Magnitude of
landscape effect

Taking into consideration the scale of effect and
geographical extent of the effect, the overall magnitude of
landscape effect is predicted to be small-medium, due to the
effects remaining localised.

Significance of
landscape effects

The small-medium magnitude of change combined with the
medium-high sensitivity of the landscape would result in a
moderate effect on the landscape.
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Area 6: Limestone Plateau-Denbigh/Henllan (DNBGHVS039)

‘Rolling countryside dominated by wooded estate - gently undulating
pastoral farmland with a patchwork of medium sized mostly improved
grassland fields enclosed by managed hedgerows with scattered trees
& woodland... Attractive traditional farming landscape centre around
the small market town of Henllan, other settlement comprise scattered
rural farmsteads and residential dwellings with the historic market town
of Denbigh lying to the south east.’ LANDMAP Summary Description,
2007
The Final Route Alignment closely parallels the south-west boundary of the
Limestone Plateau-Denbigh/Henllan VSAA for a distance of approximately
1.5km before entering it on two short sections just east of Eriviat Hall for a
further total distance of approximately 1.5km. From here, the Final Route
Alignment turns in a more north-westerly direction, increasing the distance
between it and the VSAA to the east, averaging a distance of
approximately 1.5km as it travels north.
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Landscape Value
Judgement on Value
Value Indicators
Lower

Higher

Geological Landscape
Landscape Habitats
LANDMAP
overall
evaluations

Historic Landscape
Cultural Landscape
Visual and Sensory

Other factors

Landscape quality (condition)
Scenic quality
Rarity
Conservation interests
Recreation value
Perceptual aspects & tranquillity

Notes: The Limestone Plateau-Denbigh/Henllan VSAA contains a couple of
small areas to the north classified as outstanding in terms of LANDMAP
Landscape Habitats Overall Evaluation and one small area to the north
classified as outstanding in terms of Cultural Landscape Overall Evaluation.
Approximately 40% of the northern portion of the VSAA is classified as
Outstanding in terms of LANDMAP Geological Landscape Overall
Evaluation. The Final Route Alignment does not pass through any of these
areas, being approximately 1.6 km to the west of it them at the closest
point.

Landscape Susceptibility
Susceptibility
Criterion

Judgement on Susceptibility
LANDMAP classifications
Lower

Higher

VS Classification Level 2:
Landform

Rolling Lowland
VS4: Rolling/Undulating
VS Classification Level 3:

Land Cover

Mosaic Rolling Lowland
VS5: Field Pattern/Mosaic

Scale

VS8: Medium

Skylines
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VS6: Village
VS27: Unassessed
VS24: Attractive; Sheltered; Safe;
Settled; Other

Notes: Medium scale, rolling to undulating attractive farming landscape with
frequent hill tops and valleys. Enclosed by managed hedgerows with
scattered trees and woodlands. Generally settled and tranquil with
scattered farmsteads. Henllan and Denbigh assert human influence.
Topography creates locally undulating skylines opening up to more
dramatic views.

Landscape Sensitivity
Value

The overall value of this landscape is judged to be medium.

Susceptibility

The overall susceptibility of this landscape is judged to be lowmedium.

Overall sensitivity

The overall sensitivity of this landscape to the proposed
overhead line is judged to be medium due to the medium
value and low-medium susceptibility of the landscape.

Assessment of landscape effects

Size/ scale of effect

In addition to the effects of the direct loss of vegetation, the
proposed overhead line would locally conflict with the parkland
character of the landscape near Eriviat Hall. The introduction of
this new feature into the rural and tranquil landscape would locally
alter the perception of the landscape along the south western
fringe of the VSAA. The scale of effect of the proposed overhead
line is predicted to be small.

Geographical extent
of the effect

The proposed overhead line would not have a limited local
influence on the perception of the landscape, resulting in a small
geographical extent of effect.

Magnitude of
landscape effect

Taking into consideration the scale of effect and
geographical extent of the effect, the overall magnitude of
landscape effect is predicted to be small.

Significance of
landscape effects

The small magnitude of change combined with the medium
sensitivity of the landscape would result in a minor effect on
the landscape.
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Area 7: Henllan (DNBGHVS110)

‘A small farming based rural settlement on the far western border of the
study area serving a rural farming community and lying on the route of
the B5382 which bisects the settlement in an east/west direction. The
village is based around the church which lies on the crossroads
between B5382 and minor roads leading to the north and this is also
the oldest part of the settlement. More modern, cul-de-sac and small
scale estate development is found on the eastern and northern sides of
the village.’ LANDMAP Summary Description, 2007
The Final Route Alignment does not enter Henllan VSAA but instead
travels around the western boundary of the VSAA boundary at an
approximate average distance of 1.3km.

Landscape Value
Judgement on Value
Value Indicators
Lower

Higher

Geological Landscape
LANDMAP
overall
evaluations

Landscape Habitats
Historic Landscape
Cultural Landscape
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Visual and Sensory
Other factors

Landscape quality (condition)
Scenic quality
Rarity
Conservation interests
Recreation value
Perceptual aspects & tranquillity

Notes: Approximately 90% of the Henllan VSAA is classified as
Outstanding in terms of LANDMAP Geological Landscapes Overall
Evaluation. The Final Route Alignment does not pass through any of this
area, being located approximately 1.1 km to the west of it as its closest
point.

Landscape Susceptibility
Susceptibility
Criterion

Judgement on Susceptibility
LANDMAP classifications
Lower

Higher

VS Classification Level 2:
Landform

Built Land
VS4: Rolling/Undulating
VS Classification Level 3:

Land Cover

Village
VS5: Development

Scale

VS8: Small

Skylines
Human
influence

VS6: Village

Perceptual
aspects and
tranquillity

VS24: Sheltered; Safe; Settled

VS27: Unassessed
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Landscape Sensitivity
Value

The overall value of this landscape is judged to be medium.

Susceptibility

The overall susceptibility of this landscape is judged to be
medium.

Overall sensitivity

The overall sensitivity of this landscape to the proposed
overhead line is judged to be medium due to the medium
value and low-medium susceptibility of the landscape.

Assessment of landscape effects

Size/ scale of effect

The proposed overhead line does not directly pass through this
landscape. Due to the size and scale of the development and the
distances involved it is considered that the proposed overhead
line would not alter the perception of this landscape. The scale of
effect is predicted to be negligible.

Geographical extent
of the effect

The proposed overhead line would have a negligible
geographical extent of effect on this landscape due to the size
and scale of the development and distances involved (circa 1km
from the proposed overhead line).

Magnitude of
landscape effect

Taking into consideration the scale of effect and
geographical extent of the effect, the overall magnitude of
landscape effect is predicted to be negligible.

Significance of
landscape effects

The negligible magnitude of change combined with the
medium sensitivity of the landscape would result in a
negligible effect on the landscape.
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Area 8: Afon Elwy Valley - East (CNWVS069)

‘A wooded mosaic V shaped valley with moderate to steep slopes. The
valley slopes often clad in coniferous and deciduous woodland with a
strong pattern of trees, linear strips of woodland and small irregular
shaped fields enclosed by hedges. Woodland is often associated with
steep slopes which gives further definition to the valley. Settlement is
generally scattered linked by minor roads which makes the area
tranquil.’ LANDMAP Summary Description, 2007
The Final Route Alignment enters the Afon Elwy Valley East VSAA three
times as it travels northwards. The Final Route Alignment initially runs to
the west of the VSAA, entering it for a short section (approximately 200m)
at Hafod Dingle before exiting it again. From here it remains to the west of
the VSAA boundary for a distance of approximately 1.8km before entering
it again at Croen-llwm-mawr for a distance of approximately 700m. The
Final Route Alignment enters the VSAA for a third and final time just west
of Graig where it transects the VSAA for a distance of approximately 1km
as it travels north.
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Landscape Value
Judgement on Value
Value Indicators
Lower

Higher

Geological Landscape
Landscape Habitats
LANDMAP
overall
evaluations

Historic Landscape
Cultural Landscape
Visual and Sensory

Other factors

Landscape quality (condition)
Scenic quality
Rarity
Conservation interests
Recreation value
Perceptual aspects & tranquillity

Notes: 40% of the Afon Elwy Valley East VSAA is comprised of land
classified as Outstanding in terms of LANDMAP Landscape Habitats
Overall Evaluation. These areas are distributed across the VSAA but
concentrated to the wooded east and north of the VSAA. The Final Route
Alignment passes through such areas on five occasions totalling
approximately 300m in length.

Landscape Susceptibility
Susceptibility
Criterion

Judgement on Susceptibility
LANDMAP classifications
Lower

Higher

VS Classification Level 2:
Landform

Lowland Valleys
VS4: Hills/Valleys
VS Classification Level 3:

Land Cover

Mosaic Lowland Valleys
VS5: Field Pattern/Mosaic

Scale

VS8: Small

Skylines
Human
influence

VS6: Scattered Rural/Farm
VS27: Good
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VS24: Attractive; Tranquil;
Sheltered; Safe; Settled

Notes: A wooded V shaped valley with prominent landform and skylines.

Landscape Sensitivity
Value

The overall value of this landscape is judged to be medium-high.

Susceptibility

The overall susceptibility of this landscape is judged to be
medium-high.

Overall sensitivity

The overall sensitivity of this landscape to the proposed
overhead line is judged to be medium-high due to the
medium-high value and susceptibility of the landscape.

Assessment of landscape effects

Size/ scale of effect

In addition to the effects of the direct loss of vegetation (including
ancient woodland at Heth, ancient woodland at Bôd-ysgawen-isaf
and ancient woodland at Coed Wig) the proposed overhead line
would locally conflict with the landform and character of the Afon
Elwy Valley (east). The introduction of this new feature into the
tranquil well-wooded valley would locally alter the perception of
the landscape. The scale of effect of the proposed overhead line
is predicted to be medium-large.

Geographical extent
of the effect

The proposed overhead line would have a limited local influence
on the perception of the landscape, resulting in a small
geographical extent of effect.

Magnitude of
landscape effect

Taking into consideration the scale of effect and
geographical extent of the effect, the overall magnitude of
landscape effect is predicted to be medium.

Significance of
landscape
effects

The medium magnitude of change combined with
the medium-high sensitivity of the landscape
would result in a moderate effect on the
landscape.
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Area 9: Upper Elwy Valley (DNBGHVS038)

‘An attractive and unspoilt wooded river valley on the western extremes
of Denbighshire and Conwy. Displays a mature and well maintained
network of hedgerows with hedgerow trees and small wooded areas
that accentuate the landform and create a small scale intimate and
enclosed landscape of rural character unspoilt by development and
with few scattered settlements and farmsteads. Views are confined
within the valley complex and are concentrated towards the wooded
valley floor and across into Conwy.’ LANDMAP Summary Description,
2007
The Final Route Alignment transects the Upper Elwy Valley VSAA at Coed
Fadir for a distance of approximately 350m before continuing its northerly
direction.
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Landscape Value
Judgement on Value
Value Indicators
Lower

Higher

Geological Landscape
Landscape Habitats
LANDMAP
overall
evaluations

Historic Landscape
Cultural Landscape
Visual and Sensory

Other factors

Landscape quality (condition)
Scenic quality
Rarity
Conservation interests
Recreation value
Perceptual aspects & tranquillity

Notes: 90% of the Upper Elwy Valley VSAA is classified as outstanding in
terms of LANDMAP Cultural Landscapes Overall Evaluation, 93%
outstanding in terms of Geological Landscape Overall Evaluation and 30%
in terms of Landscape Habitats Overall Evaluation. The Final Route
Alignment crosses the VSAA at Coed Fadir for 350m, which is classified as
outstanding in all three of these LANDMAP Overall Evaluations.

Landscape Susceptibility
Susceptibility
Criterion

Judgement on Susceptibility
LANDMAP classifications
Lower

Higher

VS Classification Level 2:
Landform

Lowland Valleys
VS4: Hills/Valleys
VS Classification Level 3:

Land Cover

Mosaic Lowland Valleys
VS5: Field Pattern/Mosaic

Scale

VS8: Small

Skylines
Human
influence

VS6: Scattered Rural/Farm
VS27: Fair
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VS24: Attractive; Tranquil;
Sheltered

Notes: Attractive, tranquil wooded river valley. Small wooded areas
accentuate landform and create enclosure, producing a small scale,
intimate landscape

Landscape Sensitivity
Value

The overall value of this landscape is judged to be high.

Susceptibility

The overall susceptibility of this landscape is judged to be
medium-high.

Overall sensitivity

The overall sensitivity of this landscape to the proposed
overhead line is judged to be high due to the high value and
medium-high susceptibility of the landscape.

Assessment of landscape effects

Size/ scale of effect

In addition to the effects of the direct loss of vegetation the
proposed overhead line locally conflicts with the character of the
valley floor of the Upper Afon Elwy Valley. The introduction of
this new feature into the tranquil valley bottom would locally alter
the perception of the landscape. The scale of effect of the
proposed overhead line is predicted to be medium-large.

Geographical extent
of the effect

The proposed overhead line would have a limited local influence
on the perception of the landscape, resulting in a small
geographical extent of effect.

Magnitude of
landscape effect

Taking into consideration the scale of effect and
geographical extent of the effect, the overall magnitude of
landscape effect is predicted to be medium.

Significance of
landscape effects

The medium magnitude of change combined with the high
sensitivity of the landscape would result in a moderate effect
on the landscape.
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Area 10: Limestone Valley- Cefn (DNBGHVS037)

‘Strongly wooded river valley with limestone outcrops exposed in
places linking St Asaph in the north and Henllan to the south. T he
valley itself is strongly influenced by the well-defined mixed woodland
structure that delineates the underlying topography - in places this
becomes more evident as limestone outcropping occurs on the upper
slopes. A more open and larger scale valley complex than the
adjacent Upper Elwy complex displaying a consistent landscape
pattern of field parcels bounded by sinuous interconnected mixed
woodland blocks, development is scattered and consists in the main of
farmsteads and small hamlets.’ LANDMAP Summary Description, 2007
The Final Route Alignment parallels the western boundary of the Limestone
Valley – Cefn VSAA for a distance of approximately 5km (maintaining a
distance of over a kilometre until the line reaches as far north as Bontnewydd) before entering the western boundary at Coed Fadir. The Final
Route Alignment then almost transects the VSAA, travelling a distance of
approximately 1 km before terminating at a point just south of Glascoed
Road and Groesffordd Marli.
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Landscape Value
Judgement on Value
Value Indicators
Lower

Higher

Geological Landscape
Landscape Habitats
LANDMAP
overall
evaluations

Historic Landscape
Cultural Landscape
Visual and Sensory

Other factors

Landscape quality (condition)
Scenic quality
Rarity
Conservation interests
Recreation value
Perceptual aspects & tranquillity

Notes: 55% of the Limestone Valley Cefn VSAA is classified as outstanding
in terms of LANDMAP Cultural Landscapes Overall Evaluation, 26%
outstanding in terms of Geological Landscape Overall Evaluation, 20% in
terms of Landscape Habitats Overall Evaluation and 26% outstanding in
terms of Historic Landscapes Overall Evaluation. Where the Final Route
Alignment lies in the VSAA, it runs through approximately 1km of land
classified as outstanding in terms of Cultural Landscape Overall Evaluation.

Landscape Susceptibility
Susceptibility
Criterion

Judgement on Susceptibility
LANDMAP classifications
Lower

Higher

VS Classification Level 2:
Landform

Lowland Valleys
VS4: Hills/Valleys
VS Classification Level 3:

Land Cover

Wooded Lowland Valleys
VS5: Woodland

Scale

VS8: Medium

Skylines
Human
influence

VS6: Scattered Rural/Farm
VS27: Unassessed
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VS24: Attractive; Sheltered; Safe;
Settled

Notes: An open, medium to large scale wooded river valley. Presence of
mixed woodland blocks.
Settlement mainly comprised of scattered
farmsteads but presence of 400kV overhead line is significant to north and
northwest.

Landscape Sensitivity
Value

The overall value of this landscape is judged to be high.

Susceptibility

The overall susceptibility of this landscape is judged to be
medium.

Overall sensitivity

The overall sensitivity of this landscape to the proposed
overhead line is judged to be medium-high due to the high
value and medium-high susceptibility of the landscape.

Assessment of landscape effects

Size/ scale of effect

In addition to the effects of the direct loss of vegetation the
proposed overhead line locally conflicts with landform where it
crosses the Cefn Meriadog Ridge. However; the character of this
VSAA is already influenced by the presence of pylon and steel
tower transmission and distribution lines, in particular to the
northern side of the ridge towards the coast. The scale of effect of
the proposed overhead line is predicted to be small.

Geographical extent
of the effect

The proposed overhead line would have a moderate influence on
the perception of the local landscape due to its elevated presence
on the ridge, resulting in a small-medium geographical extent of
effect.

Magnitude of
landscape effect

Taking into consideration the scale of effect and
geographical extent of the effect, the overall magnitude of
landscape effect is predicted to be small-medium.

Significance of
landscape effects

The small-medium magnitude of change combined with the
medium-high sensitivity of the landscape would result in a
moderate effect on the landscape.
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Area 11: Cefn Estate (DNBGHVS033)

‘Wooded former estate landscape lying on the edge of St Asaph and
the industrial areas surrounding Bodelwyddan. The area displays a
fine array of woodland blocks and a well defined field pattern
delineated by hedgerow with a high incidence of mature hedgerow
trees. Settlements are limited to small hamlets/ villages and scattered
farmsteads although the more urban influence of St Asaph forms a
definite boundary to the north and east, the area still has a relatively
enclosed nature largely contained by intervening vegetation.’
LANDMAP Summary Description, 2007
The Final Route Alignment does not enter the Cefn Estate VSAA as it
terminates approximately 200m to the south of its north-western extent.
From this point the proposed connection is via underground cable which
transects the north-west section of the VSAA.
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Landscape Value
Judgement on Value
Value Indicators
Lower

Higher

Geological Landscape
Landscape Habitats
LANDMAP
overall
evaluations

Historic Landscape
Cultural Landscape
Visual and Sensory

Other factors

Landscape quality (condition)
Scenic quality
Rarity
Conservation interests
Recreation value
Perceptual aspects & tranquillity

Notes: Whilst the Cefn Estate VSAA contains areas (8%) of landscape
classified as outstanding in terms of LANDMAP Historic Landscapes and
Landscape Habitats Overall Evaluation and approximately 70% of the
VSAA is classified as outstanding in terms of Cultural Landscapes, the
Final Route Alignment does not pass through this VSAA and the closest
area of landscape classified as outstanding (Cultural Landscapes) is 200m
away to the north.

Landscape Susceptibility

Susceptibility
Criterion

Judgement on Susceptibility
LANDMAP classifications
Lower

Higher

VS Classification Level 2:
Landform

Rolling Lowland
VS4: Levels
VS Classification Level 3:

Land Cover

Mosaic Rolling Lowland
VS5: Field Pattern/Mosaic

Scale

VS8:Medium

Skylines
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Human
influence

VS6: Scattered Rural/Farm

Perceptual
aspects and
tranquillity

VS24: Attractive; Safe; Settled

VS27: Unassessed

Notes: Flat to gently rising, medium scale, former estate lands with wooded
blocks providing a sense of enclosure. Small hamlets and scattered
farmsteads but influences by adjoining St Asaph. Existing 400 kV
overhead line is a significant influence.

Landscape Sensitivity
Value

The overall value of this landscape is judged to be medium.

Susceptibility

The overall susceptibility of this landscape is judged to be lowmedium.

Overall sensitivity

The overall sensitivity of this landscape to the proposed
overhead line is judged to be medium due to the medium
value and low-medium susceptibility of the landscape.

Assessment of landscape effects

Size/ scale of effect

The proposed overhead line does not directly pass through this
landscape. Due to the size and scale of the development and the
intervening landform and vegetation the proposed overhead line
would not alter the perception of the landscape. The scale of
effect is predicted to be negligible.

Geographical extent
of the effect

The proposed overhead line would have a negligible
geographical extent of effect on this landscape due to the size
and scale of the development and intervening landform and
vegetation.

Magnitude of
landscape effect

Taking into consideration the scale of effect and
geographical extent of the effect, the overall magnitude of
landscape effect is predicted to be negligible.

Significance of
landscape effects

The negligible magnitude of change combined with the
medium sensitivity of the landscape would result in a
negligible effect on the landscape.
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Area 12: Kinmel Park Fringes (DNBGHVS036)

‘Densely wooded parkland of the former and privately owned and
inaccessible Kinmel Estate. Only the edge of the estate is visible with
no views in due to the dense vegetation.’ LANDMAP Summary
Description, 2007
The Final Route Alignment does not enter the Kinmel Park Fringes VSAA.
It is located approximately 1.5km to the south-east of the VSAA at its
closest point.
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Landscape Value
Judgement on Value
Value Indicators
Lower

Higher

Geological Landscape
Landscape Habitats
LANDMAP
overall
evaluations

Historic Landscape
Cultural Landscape
Visual and Sensory

Other factors

Landscape quality (condition)
Scenic quality
Rarity
Conservation interests
Recreation value
Perceptual aspects & tranquillity

Notes: No part of the Kinmel Park Fringes VSAA is classified as
outstanding in terms of any LANDMAP Overall Evaluations.

Landscape Susceptibility
Susceptibility
Criterion

Judgement on Susceptibility
LANDMAP classifications
Lower

Higher

VS Classification Level 2:
Landform

Rolling Lowland
VS4: Plateaux
VS Classification Level 3:

Land Cover

Wooded Rolling Lowland
VS5: Woodland

Scale

VS8: Medium

Skylines
Human
influence

VS6: No settlements

Perceptual
aspects and
tranquillity

VS24: Other

VS27: Unassessed
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Notes: Densely wooded parkland.
Densely vegetated, small scale,
enclosed skylines. Some influence by nearby 400kV overhead line to the
south.

Landscape Sensitivity
Value

The overall value of this landscape is judged to be medium.

Susceptibility

The overall susceptibility of this landscape is judged to be
medium.

Overall sensitivity

The overall sensitivity of this landscape to the proposed
overhead line is judged to be medium due to the medium
value and susceptibility of the landscape.

Assessment of landscape effects

Size/ scale of effect

The proposed overhead line does not directly pass through this
landscape. Due to the size and scale of the development and the
intervening landform and vegetation the proposed overhead line
would not alter the perception of the landscape. The scale of
effect is predicted to be negligible.

Geographical extent
of the effect

The proposed overhead line would have a negligible
geographical extent of effect on this landscape due to the size
and scale of the development and intervening landform and
vegetation.

Magnitude of
landscape effect

Taking into consideration the scale of effect and
geographical extent of the effect, the overall magnitude of
landscape effect is predicted to be negligible.

Significance of
landscape effects

The negligible magnitude of change combined with the
medium sensitivity of the landscape would result in a
negligible effect on the landscape.
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Area 13: Wooded Parkland and Parkland Remnants (DNBGHVS035)

‘Wooded parkland open character with fine views of stone built castle
at Bodelwyddan. A good example of a formal estate parkland
landscape with public access and showing the mature specimen trees
and woodland blocks or covers. The area suffers from visual
detractors being bounded by the A55 corridor to the north and
containing an extensive industrial area on the boundary with
Bodelwyddan at Kinmel Industrial Estate.’ LANDMAP Summary
Description, 2007
The Final Route Alignment does not enter the Wooded Parkland and
Parkland Remnants VSAA as it terminates approximately 700m to the
south of the VSAA boundary.
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Landscape Value
Judgement on Value
Value Indicators
Lower

Higher

Geological Landscape
Landscape Habitats
LANDMAP
overall
evaluations

Historic Landscape
Cultural Landscape
Visual and Sensory

Other factors

Landscape quality (condition)
Scenic quality
Rarity
Conservation interests
Recreation value
Perceptual aspects & tranquillity

Notes: No part of the Wooded Parkland and Parkland Remnants VSAA is
classified as outstanding in terms of any LANDMAP Overall Evaluations.

Landscape Susceptibility
Susceptibility
Criterion

Judgement on Susceptibility
LANDMAP classifications
Lower

Higher

VS Classification Level 2:
Landform

Rolling Lowland
VS4: Plateaux
VS Classification Level 3:

Land Cover

Mosaic Rolling Lowland
VS5: Mixture

Scale

VS8: Large

Skylines
Human
influence

VS6: No settlements

Perceptual
aspects and
tranquillity

VS24: Attractive; Safe; Settled;
Other

VS27: Good
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Notes: Open, wooded parkland influenced by attractive views of
Bodelwyddan castle but also the A55, Kinmel Industrial Estate and 400 kV
overhead line to the south.

Landscape Sensitivity
Value

The overall value of this landscape is judged to be high.

Susceptibility

The overall susceptibility of this landscape is judged to be
medium.

Overall sensitivity

The overall sensitivity of this landscape to the proposed
overhead line is judged to be medium-high due to the high
value and medium susceptibility of the landscape.

Assessment of landscape effects

Size/ scale of effect

The proposed overhead line does not directly pass through this
landscape. Due to the size and scale of the development and the
intervening landform and vegetation the proposed overhead line
would not alter the perception of the landscape. The scale of
effect is predicted to be negligible.

Geographical extent
of the effect

The proposed overhead line would have a negligible
geographical extent of effect on this landscape due to the size
and scale of the development and intervening landform and
vegetation.

Magnitude of
landscape effect

Taking into consideration the scale of effect and
geographical extent of the effect, the overall magnitude of
landscape effect is predicted to be negligible.

Significance of
landscape effects

The negligible magnitude of change combined with the
medium-high sensitivity of the landscape would result in a
negligible effect on the landscape.
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Area 14: Area North and East of Bodelwyddan (DNBGHVS014)

‘Degraded agricultural landscape at north end of Vale of Clwyd with
neglected tree cover with most hedgerow trees lost although some
estate woods provide partial tree cover... The area is bisected by the
A55 dual carriageway and is dominated by the surrounding settlement
edges and light industrial development at Bodelwyddan and St Asaph...
Field patterns are open and predominantly turned over to intensive
arable and livestock farming, though relatively well defined by
hedgerow boundaries this is being degraded through lack of
management and inappropriate maintenance... Settlements are
scattered and comprise mainly of farms with sometimes large
associated ranges of low rise modern agricultural buildings...’
LANDMAP Summary Description, 2007
The Final Route Alignment terminates approximately 700m to the south of
the Area North and East of Bodelwyddan VSAA and does not therefore
enter its boundary. From this point, the proposed route of the underground
cable travels for a distance of approximately 1km (along existing roads)
through the VSAA before entering the substation.
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Landscape Value
Judgement on Value
Value Indicators
Lower

Higher

Geological Landscape
Landscape Habitats
LANDMAP
overall
evaluations

Historic Landscape
Cultural Landscape
Visual and Sensory

Other factors

Landscape quality (condition)
Scenic quality
Rarity
Conservation interests
Recreation value
Perceptual aspects & tranquillity

Notes: No part of the Area North and East of Bodelwyddan VSAA is
classified as outstanding in terms of any LANDMAP Overall Evaluations.

Landscape Susceptibility
Susceptibility
Criterion

Judgement on Susceptibility
LANDMAP classifications
Lower

Higher

VS Classification Level 2:
Landform

Flat Lowland/Levels
VS4: Levels
VS Classification Level 3:

Land Cover

Flat Open Lowland Farmland
VS5: Field Pattern/Mosaic

Scale

VS8: Medium

Skylines
Human
influence

VS6: Scattered Rural/Farm

Perceptual
aspects
and
tranquillity

VS24: Settled; Other

VS27: Poor
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Notes: Degraded agricultural landscape heavily influenced by A55,
adjoining industrial estate, settlement edges of St Asaph and proximity of
existing 400 kV overhead line.

Landscape Sensitivity
Value

The overall value of this landscape is judged to be lowmedium.

Susceptibility

The overall susceptibility of this landscape is judged to be low.

Overall sensitivity

The overall sensitivity of this landscape to the proposed
overhead line is judged to be low-medium due to the lowmedium value and low susceptibility of the landscape.

Assessment of landscape effects

Size/ scale of effect

The proposed overhead line does not directly pass through this
landscape. Due to the size and scale of the development and
the intervening landform and vegetation the proposed
overhead line would not alter the perception of the landscape.
The scale of effect is predicted to be negligible.

Geographical extent
of the effect

The proposed overhead line would have a negligible
geographical extent of effect on this landscape due to the size
and scale of the development and intervening landform and
vegetation.

Magnitude of
landscape effect

Taking into consideration the scale of effect and
geographical extent of the effect, the overall magnitude of
landscape effect is predicted to be negligible.

Significance of
landscape effects

The negligible magnitude of change combined with the
low-medium sensitivity of the landscape would result in a
negligible effect on the landscape.
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